
GROUNDBAITS
Trabucco produces its own groundbaits since 
1986, by selecting the best ingredients on the 
worldwide markets, and by formulas created 
and developed on the banks of the rivers and 
competition venues of all Europe, and most 
of all, by the experience of a living legend like 
Roberto Trabucco

ULTIMATE GROUNDBAITS

All the Trabucco groundbaits are ready to use and don’t require any additional ingredient in 
general sense, but of course every angler has his “secrets” and the wide range of ingredients 
and aromas of our range, can match every kind of demand and requirement. Our range is made 
by three series: the Team Master, recently developed in cooperation with the World Champion 
and Italian Champion Luigi Sorti; the Ultimate, issued by many years and rekon at international 
level, one of the best and most complete available in all market places.
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With the growth of Bream population, now 
available in a wide range of sizes and fully 
integrated with existing species, the Italian 

match fishing scenario is changing once 
again. The angler’s knowledge gets more 

and more mature, but fish are getting 
more and more cautious, as they are ac-

customed to existing groundbaits while they 
associate them to danger as well. So here is 

the need for change, the wish to offer the fish a 
different stimulation, that finds the proper answer 
in the new Match Expert range, resulting from the 

sum of national and international experiences.
As the new recipes can not be revealed, there is only one way to understand their effec-

tiveness: take them fishing. With its simplicity, the 1 kilo bag eases both the first tests and 
the subsequent creation of personal mixes. Thanks to the 12 chilos package, the dealer 

has the opportunity to stock a wide range of GNT groundbaits with a light investment.

STICKY MAGGOT

Mario Baptista
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XP 3000 LEAM

New line of groundbait, made with selected, finely blended ingredients  -  extensively tested 
by our team  before release onto the market . Each groundbait has been specially selected 
for use in our waters, and the handy size of 3kg allows for great savings. 

XP 3000 SEA SPECIAL

Marco de Biase
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ADDITIVES AND INGREDIENTS
Trabucco offers a range of ingredients to create custom recipes, according everyone’s pref-
erences and needs. Every single ingredient has it’s specific own use and different organic 

qualities, that we have listed in the “Legenda” in order to make easier the correct use.

TORTEAU DE MAIS GROS
This component doesn’t have any influence on nutritional properties of the groundbait, be-
cause oil has been drawn from the raw material, but only on mechanic behaviour of the 
mix. Due to its nature and texture, it has no binding power, so that Tourteau is added to 
quickly break up the groundbait balls when fishing midwater, both within pole range and 
long distance waggler action.

TERRE D’ETANG
With a slightly darker color and higher binding power than Terre De Somme/Damp Leam, it 
is therefore ideal to be added to your groundbait in deeper areas or with a moderate current. 
Also good for delivering a larger amounts of bait, especially when fishing with jokers.

TERRE DE RIVIERE OCREE
Leam with a moderate binding power and an excellent light brown color. To be added 
to groundbait, in the presence of moderate currents or deep venues. It is often over 
wetted and used to convey a large amount of bait or jokers when for fishing for bream 
in still waters.



The Method Feeder, together with the needful compendium Flexy Mould, can be easily used with soaked pellets. Even in this 
case the bait will result like the icing on the cake and fish cannot resist to eat it with a big gulp.

Németh Balázs

These fantastic fishmeal groundbaits has been designed 
and tested without compromises by Roberto Trabucco in 
conjunction with all our best consultants, specifically for 
match and feeder anglers. They’re produced using only 
the finest, natural and selected ingredients with an high 
protein content and the addiction of attractors and stimu-
lants. They’re also produced in small batches to ensure a 
constant quality and the freshest groundbait. 

METHOD  
& SPECIALIST MIX

Dark colour and fine grain mix, it is particularly effective on bream, 
crucian and carp. The ingredients include fish meal with a lower 
nutritional value and minced expander pellets to ensure good di-
spersion even at lower temperatures.

DARK EXPANDER
This ground bait has been created for fishing fisheries, ca-
nals and rivers. The fine grain mix is made with selected ingre-
dients such as fish meal and sweeties, the best combination 
if you need a ground bait able to stop the fish for a long time.

SUPER NATURAL

Brand new “Sweet Fishmeal”,ground bait, i.e. based on fish meal 
but with the addition of sweet flavour ingredients. The colour is light 
green thanks to the Betaine Green. It has been designed especially 
for open-end and method feeder fishing for carp, crucian and big 
bream.

GREEN METHOD MIX
This high nutritional value  ground bait has been created for fishing 
big carp and you should use it in Spring and Summer time. Great 
for use with open-end feeders, cage feeders or with flatbed method 
feeders. The main ingredient is the fish meal and so it is fast dis-
solving ground bait.

CARP METHOD

Flatbed method feeder & flexy mould with pellet 
Carp Brown 3mm

PELLET CARP BROWN

Pellet of new formula developed for the big carps and cru-
cians. Very dark color and added with fish oil. It has been 
developed in cooperation with Trabucco Team World Club 
Champion.

atbed method feeder & flexy mouldd with ppeeeellleetettet
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XP 3000 LEAM

Maurizio Fedeli

BUCKET’S LIDS

GNT COVER

TRABUCCO 
BUCKETS

BUCKET 40 LT

The Damp Leam is an extremely soft terre de somme with very fine granulo-
metry, therefore ideal for the realization of the “pongo” (plasticine style over 
dampened leam) or possibly sieved straight from the bag, to create an attractive cloud in the 
swim. It is available both in classic brown colour and in black. The River Leam is heavier than 
the previous ones, especially suitable to add weight to any groundbait or to be used in medium 
fast rivers with frequent baiting action (classic example Medelana venue). The Grey Leam is a 
bentonite with high binding specification, which can be added to the other leams to create an 
endless series of different combinations.

These are the special leams developed in cooperation with Team 
Ravanelli; successfully used during many National and International 
matches.
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